Language, Innovation, Culture and Education can develop and promote the peaceful, mutual understandable and healthy harmonious civilization if their language is equal for every one like the language of music.
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The Socrates is made to speak of the gods as it has been mention in Plato's Socratic dialogue 5 . The theories are based on hunches since centuries and other relevant questions have been answered by Paris Linguistic Society in 1866 6 .
Noam Chomsky also detailed its concepts and origin 7 . Today is the need of a language which can express what humanity deserves, and what should be contributed and paid to the humanity for the humanism on earth towards a peaceful civilization 8 .
Innovation
The emanation/invention of the ideas shall be called as innovation and it is also said that the process of the translation the idea or service for its practice shall be called as innovation. And it comes when skill works out of box. The ideas will emerge from a fertile surface, which has been developed, trained, promoted, and is being watered, cared, honored and loved and thereafter the application of the imagination driving the inside potential with the initiation of the sun-conscious, so much so the continues practice shall attract and invoke the intuition. The idea may be developed for a specific need 9 .
Innovation is a process of involving multiple activities to uncover new ways to do things. It creates ideas for the survival, opportunities, development of the corporate business and new trends of life. An innovator should be an open-minded, well-read, well-versed, brilliant, out of box thinking, realizing the available source, considering accurately towards the targeted objectives 10 . It is also said that Turning an idea into a solution that adds value from a customer's perspective shall be called as innovation 11 . Today is the need draw the innovative skill towards the facilitation of the human life across the board in the name of humanity and humanism.
Culture
The running practical behaver of the people shall be called as culture of that particular area. And in other words it can said that the characteristics, marriages, music, habits, language, beliefs, theory of right & wrong, foods, dresses, religion, sociological ties, actions & reactions and responses of a particular class of people or area shall be considered the cultural and more simple words the trends of the people shall be called the culture. The word "culture" derives from a French term, which in turn derives from the Latin "colere," which means to tend to the earth and grow, or cultivation and nurture. "It shares its etymology with a number of other words related to actively fostering growth," De Rossi said 12 . The appreciation of good art, literature, music, food, dress shall also be considered as culture. The anthropologists and other behavioral scientists, culture is the full range of learned human behavior patterns. It was first time defined as by pioneer English Anthropologist Edward B. Tylor in his book, Primitive Culture, published in 1871. Added furtherance thereto as culture is "that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, art, law, morals, custom, and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society." 13 Culture plays a crucial role in our social lives in shaping social order of the people and they define it as non-material aspects of culture as the values and beliefs, language and communication, and practices that are shared in common by a group of people 14 , 15
Education
The transformation, instructions, projections of the particulate ideas/lessons from one to another shall be considered as a process of education, wherein the active shall bed called as educator.
It brings the everlasting change in the mind of the learners from the educator and thereafter the practice of the learners is under the projected ideas as educated by the educator/advocate 16 . The education in social code does mean systemized schooling and training for work and it has been said as well childrearing.
The said meaning has been derived Latin educationem from 1530 onwards 17 .It also derived as superficial educational theories as brainwashed change and to chance the entire society, though it is said the fashionable class of the people shall be called as Society 18 . Without any doubt it is an established principal that the education can change the mindset of the people at large and it is an historical fact since centuries that the people may be educated, changed in an entirely different life style. The example is trainers of the animals e.g. cats, dogs, paragons and more so the elephants trained them in the benefits of others, society, states as well. Second example is the schools, colleges, universities and the special courses are developing the skills of the people coming to them, enriching their understanding and vision to serve the cause. And most important example is the Army mechanism, which is used to develop the skills to the army personals to fight for the targeted results in any rough & tough for the peace of their citizen and security as well, which is sufficient to utter that the target of peaceful civilization may be availed if the service is being undertaken dedicatedly. Why the training and change is not being availed for the facilitation of the humanity equally across the board? Why peaceful globe is not being made as an objective of the players for the betterment of the society towards a harmonized civilization?
Music
The sounds uttered in accurate sequence with a managed flow. beat of time or in a composed fashion shall be considered as music and in other words the organized combination of sounds or expressive sounds shall be called music. Sometimes it is emerged through sounds of human beings via words or just sounds by the professionals called singers or sometimes through equipments/ musical instruments e.g. guitar and others. Music is more than entertainment 19 . The human likes the music from the early days as it is essential for everyone to listen it as music is a permanent companion for all feelings, wherein the spiritual feelings or physical feelings to be filled in sadness or happiness and it is right to say the music for all times. Some religious practices are being run through music as where no language does work, the language of music work for preaching and injecting the ideas. The sociologists and psychologists have yet not find any culture or society without music. As they found the most effective language on human being is the language of the music. It has been established through the modern science the effects of the music over human brains, individual and the over the society as well 20 . There are so many other things are considered as connected with music and sometimes called as part & parcel 20 , 21 The drum-based is an old musical instrument, the Egyptians invented harps and flutes, the Danish developed the trumpet, the Hittitians made guitar, which developed a step ahead as violin and harpsichord. The Greek, china supported a lot in its developments 22 , 23 The Music and Human life There are more than 5,000 board-certified music therapists working and serving in USA apart from the other world 24 .
The depression is very common illness and disorder resulting very odd in human social life and the music technic is being used all over the globe for the normal recovery of human brain health, and it is based on 28 studies with a total number of 1,810 participants met the inclusion criteria and were finally selected, therein distinguished between passive listening to music (record from a CD or live music) (79%), and active singing, playing, or improvising with instruments (46%). It was said by Einstein, 1929. due to its importance and services towards the human blain health and peace as: -"If I were not a physicist, I would probably be a musician. I often think in music. The human health may be maintained and sustained and recovered in case of mental illness or psychological disorder through musical therapy, wherein clinically established and proved 26 . The best methodology for the reflecting and expression of the emotions is the language of the music, which is understandable as well as a theory to the best health and its normal recovery in case of depression 27 . The music theory is being used with reliability for the health life 28 .
Human life is facing the miseries
The human beings' inhabitant of this peaceful globe are facing the miseries of life which are being hatched by others regardless of their economic power, race, color, gender, language, face, social, educational or political issues. However, there is a huge difference between the extent of the problems between developed (first world) and developing (third world) countries. Third world countries face much bigger problems. Many organizations have been put in place to help the poor around the world but nearly a billion people in the world today still suffer from hunger, health, education and home.
There is lowest registration all over the world of the children to schools in Africa and due to the unavailability of those fundamental needs of life a wide number of the humans are going to graveyards each second and on the other side the First world countries have an abundance of resources for such problems, which leads many to sometimes take things for granted 29 .
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Herein a table has been drawn to show the difference in between the first world and the third world inhabitants about the meaning, employment, living conditions, revenues, growth, distribution of income, standard of life and the factors of the production for an eye to be opened as how the human life is facing the miseries at the hands of some other human beings difference between life in developed countries and the life in developing countries as the developed countries are self-contained flourished and enjoying the apex standards of life and on the other side of the picture the life in developing countries is facing the dare need of needs of life maintaining the connectivity between the body and soul. And the somewhere the life of the developed area is based on the sources received, gotten, usurped from the area where today life is waiting for death and no eye from shining life is to considering the miseries and difficulties of other life 30 .
Conclusion
The life is one but it has different standards, shapes, shades and pictures over this global ground. This globe is for peace, and harmonious and understandable for life towards a lovely land but its seems one life stands versus life, one is enjoying and one begging for life, one is shining and the other is in darkness.
One life has debate for language, innovation, culture and education and one is just expressional begging for life. The life in developed areas is based on industrial evolution and enjoying the 4G and 5G while concurring the other stars and the life in the areas looking for just life. The life in developed areas has a high human development index comparing to the life of the area begging for life even. This is a question of the values of life in the eyes of its beholder.
There is a division in between the life having the language, innovation, culture and education and the other is a life not even having the life. May it be called as civilization? May it be called an era? May it be called humanism? Another division may be marked the life is between the bombers/killers and innocent deceased. The miseries of life may be addressed with a language of music healing the injuries towards an equal standardized life as the language of music is for life equally for its all feelings. The equal standards of facility may be understood from sun and sunlight, which is avail bale for everyone equally but why the life is not enjoying over globe equally and why the life is not one over globe? Let the language of music may be knocked to heal the miseries and let the life be equal. What is the culture of this new era for humanism presently? The new era of humanism may be availed if the needs are made available for life across the globe equally without any discrimination in any manner whatsoever. There should be an equal standard for life of everyone and at least the basic needs Should be for all.
